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Finding the Right Program for You
Why Study Abroad?
Studying abroad can be a rewarding experience, and choosing to do so can be a huge decision. Your experience
abroad can give you a new perspective, new friends, new educational and career goals, and a passion for new
cultures and adventures. Many of today’s companies conduct business
on a global scale, and experience interacting with people from diverse cultures is a great tool for competing in
today’s global workforce.

Selecting a Program
Examine the reasons why you want to study abroad and what you wish to gain from the experience. See historic
sites or landmarks? Experience a new culture? Rediscover your heritage? Do you wish to practice speaking a
foreign language? Asking yourself these questions can help you choose the best destination and topic of study
for your goals. Make sure you understand the itinerary and both the academic and physical requirements of the
program. How much interaction is there with the local community or universities abroad? What type of
accommodations will be used for housing? What degree of physical activity is required? Make sure to contact
your campus International Education Coordinator (IEC) if you are unsure about any aspect of the course.

Funding Your Experience
Program Costs: The costs for Delaware Tech study abroad programs vary. While there are some
exceptions, the program fee typically includes the following:
Instructional fees
Housing at the designated program facility
Group meals (varies with program- noted in the itinerary)
Academic field visits
Designated program-related excursions
Transportation within the host destination(s)
Round trip air fare
Other Expenses: Also remember that the costs of study abroad can extend beyond the program fee and tuition.
Since financial means differ, it is important to determine what you can afford and budget accordingly. Some
students find it helpful to have a daily or weekly budget for certain items not covered by the program. Some
items to consider when creating a budget:
Passport Fees (http://travel.state.gov/passport/passport_1738.html) and travel visas
Tuition (It is important to remember the program fee does not cover tuition for the course.)
Textbooks, class-related materials, notebooks, etc.
Souvenirs
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Meals or excursions not covered by the program cost
Medical costs (including vaccinations)
Toiletries, laundry
Entertainment
Guidebooks or maps
Exchange fees, currency exchange rates (http://www.oanda.com/converter/classic), ATM fees,
Traveler’s Checks fees, Credit Card fees, etc.
Phone cards and/or internet café fees
Early return from program expenses (flight, etc.)
Personal expenses on site vary greatly from individual to individual. Some students may be able to manage on
$175 to $250 a week. However, past experience suggests that most students will spend
$250 to $300 per week, and some even more. Make sure to bring sufficient funds with you to cover personal
expenses. Remember to budget your money so you don’t run out before the return trip home.
How do I finance my study abroad experience?
Financial Aid: Students eligible for financial aid at Delaware Tech are sometimes able to apply that aid to
study abroad programs. Interested students should make an appointment with a financial aid representative at
the Financial Aid Office on campus.
Scholarships: Study abroad scholarships are available each year through the Office of the President. Please
see the International Education website for eligibility requirements and deadline dates
http://www.dtcc.edu/international.
Fundraising: Fundraising is a great way to fund your study abroad course, but it takes a lot creativity and
dedication. Be sure to inform your Faculty Leaders and campus IEC that you are interested in fundraising.
Remember, time is limited, but with good planning and staying focused on your goals, you can be successful.
The following fundraising guidelines apply to individual student fundraising:
1. Feel free to ask family and friends for fundraising contributions. Make sure they know that it does
not count as a gift that can be claimed on their taxes.
2. Approach a service club where you or a family member is associated for contributions or
sponsorship.
3. Any other fundraising projects (car wash, bake sale, etc.) must be coordinated with and approved by the
IED, campus IEC, and your respective campus administration. This includes any smaller fundraiser
that is associated with a Delaware Tech study abroad program or includes the college logo and name.
See the DTCC Student Handbook for more information.
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Keep these key fundraising tips in mind:
Plan ahead and start early.
Be polite and courteous.
Reach out to as many people as possible.
Suggest a specific amount to each donor. Ask for
amounts that are realistic. Don't over-ask.
Tell people about the positive responses you have
already received.
Be enthusiastic. Make your passion for study
abroad come through.

Make it clear to all donors how much you are
personally contributing to your goal (Example:
working a part time job, tapping into funds
from savings account, etc.).
Make sure you can explain what the program
is and how attending will add to your
educational experience.
Stay organized.
Have fun!

It is also important to remember:
It's okay to fail to get a contribution.
Don't do something that will upset your parents, school or friends.
Don't be too aggressive in making your request – a "soft approach" works best.
Think through all costs.
Don't copy a recent fundraising project someone else in the community just completed.
Don't put all your hopes in one fundraising option – try different approaches.
You can't thank a donor too often.
Don't wait until the last minute!
Cancellation of Programs: In the event that the college cancels a program, participants will receive a refund
limited to only the amount of the payments that have been received by Delaware Tech from a participant. The
College reserves the right to cancel a program at any time for the following reasons:
Insufficient enrollment.
Advice from the U.S. Department of State that the site is not safe.
The inability of Delaware Tech, or the host institution, to provide services or adequately support
the program.
Withdrawal and Refund: In cases in which individual participants wish to withdraw from a scheduled
program he/she should note that the initial $200.00 deposit is non-refundable. Students should refer to the
financial information in the specific course application for further details on the refund policy.
Should personal illness or family emergency require a student to withdraw from the program while on site, a
prorated tuition refund may be granted upon a written request to the International Education Director (intled@dtcc.edu) with a complete explanation of relevant circumstances. (However, note that the cost of an early
return is the sole responsibility of the participant and will not be reimbursed by Delaware Tech.) Refunds for
room, board, and other prepaid or pre-contracted costs will not be reimbursed. Students who drop a course or
are dismissed from the program for academic or disciplinary reasons are not entitled to a refund.
Settlement of Accounts: Delaware Tech will not issue a grade report or transcript until all financial
obligations incurred by a participant in a study abroad program are met. This includes financial obligations
incurred to the host institution or entities abroad.
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Applying for a Program
So you know where you want to go and you know how to finance your trip. What now? Apply for your
program and make sure you are accepted. Go to the International Education website to see the programs
offered and contact the Faculty Leaders representing each program http://dtcc.edu/international.
Application and Admission: Applications for study abroad courses are available online, and from your
campus International Education Coordinator (IEC). Applications are reviewed and selected on a rolling
basis during the application period. Therefore, if you are sure that you want to attend a specific study
abroad program, we suggest that you apply early to secure yourself a spot in your program of choice.
To apply for a program, you will need to submit the completed application and pay a non-refundable
$200 dollar deposit. (Checks should be made out to "DTCC".) Application criteria and requirements are
listed on the application. Students applying for study abroad must be in good academic standing at the
college. All participants must be at least 18 years old. Students must also meet any prerequisites mentioned
in the program or course offerings.
Once you are accepted, you also need to register for the course you will be taking abroad. Applying for a
course and paying the program cost does not substitute for registering for the course and paying the tuition.

Academic Issues
Courses and Faculty: Courses are designed to take full advantage of the unique geographical location of
the site. Such courses are designed and taught by Delaware Tech faculty, partner institutions/organizations,
and represent language, technology, and social sciences. Most study abroad courses are offered in a “hybrid”
format, with a part of the course being instructed on-campus or online, and the other part while abroad.
At each location, a Delaware Tech faculty member is
designated as the “lead faculty” and acts as the official college
representative. The lead faculty is responsible for
overseeing the academic as well as the logistical aspects of the
overall program and is the primary resource for students
regarding all academic and non-academic matters, including
emergencies. The “shadow/support faculty” is designated to assist
the lead faculty with the academics and logistics of the course.
Attendance Policy: Delaware Tech study abroad courses are intensive educational and cultural
experiences. Attendance is mandatory at all scheduled events and activities. Students who are have not
completed or passed course assignments at the time of travel will not be permitted to participate in the
abroad portion of the course. Students are encouraged to use free time to experience the local culture in
groups on their own or through activities organized by faculty. A student who fails to meet the above
requirements without valid reasons may forfeit the right to continue in the program. Absence from class
or scheduled event due to non-program travel arrangements is not acceptable.
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Academic Credits and Grades: Students are encouraged to consult their advisor or department chair
concerning their selection of any course offerings and the extent to which these courses satisfy their individual
academic requirements.
Graduating Students: Graduating students should verify that study abroad program grades will be available in
time for graduation. For courses with May- June travel dates, the final grade is typically not awarded until after
graduation. It is the student's responsibility to coordinate with the teaching faculty and the Faculty Leader to
assure that all required work has been completed and that grades are submitted to meet graduation deadlines.
Textbooks and Materials: Your Faculty Leader will instruct you on how to obtain and purchase required
textbooks and other materials listed in the syllabus.
Evaluations: At the end of each study abroad program, all participants complete an evaluation of the course
and their experience on the whole. Participants are encouraged to provide honest, constructive feedback on all
evaluations so that Delaware Tech may continue to offer quality, innovative study abroad programs.
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Preparing for Departure
Required Documents
Passports are your key to international travel and it is of the utmost importance to
keep them safe and guarded. If you have a passport, check the expiration date and
make sure the passport will not expire before or during your study abroad program. If
you have never applied for a passport before, it is important to get the application
process done as soon as possible. You should allot 2 months for standard processing
in order to get your passport on time. Please see the US State Department website for
detailed instructions on how to apply for a new or renewal passport
(http://travel.state.gov/passport/passport_1738.html).
Leave a photocopy of your passport with a family member or friend at home and bring another photocopy
with you to be stored in a locked suitcase or hotel safe. In the event of passport loss, you will need to go to
the nearest US Embassy or Consulate. Providing a copy of the passport will be helpful in getting a
replacement to return home. Keeping an extra passport photo with you will also expedite the replacement
process.
A visa is an entry permit granted by the authorities of the counties where you will study and travel. Not all
countries require visas, so it is best to check with your Faculty Leader. Please note: You will need a passport
before applying for a visa and you will need to allow adequate time to apply for the visa. Application
requirements and costs vary from country to country.
The requirements for immunizations vary depending on the country you are visiting. The United States
Center for Disease Control (CDC) lists immunization requirements and recommendations per country on their
website http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/. The best persons to assess your health and immunization needs are
medical professionals such as your family physician, you, and your family. Delaware Tech faculty and staff
are not medical professionals, and therefore cannot diagnose or recommend immunizations or precautionary
treatment.
All students must complete and sign a packet of forms, including a waiver and detail of medical needs.

Pre-Departure Assistance and Orientation
Preparing for your overseas experience before departure is critical to the success of a program and attendance at
all pre-departure sessions is required. Students who are not able to attend due to an excused conflict must
contact the Faculty Leader, IEC, or International Education Director well in advance of the scheduled date. The
International Education Program offers pre-departure assistance in the following ways:
Faculty Leaders/Support: Among the responsibilities of the Faculty Leader and Support Faculty are:
providing students with information about the program, orienting the program participants, disseminating
necessary pre- departure information, advising students while they are abroad, and offering assistance to
students
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who are experience problems while abroad. Communication between the Faculty Leader and all participants
should be open, ongoing, cooperative, and mutually supportive. When programs visit or reside at a host
institution, the Faculty Leader acts as the agent of Delaware Tech in supporting that inter-institutional
relationship. The Faculty Leader works closely with the International Education Director in support of study
abroad programs.
International Education Coordinators (IEC)s: There is one IEC on each campus (their contact
information is listed at the end of this handbook). The IECs work in conjunction with the Faculty Leaders
and International Education Director to develop study abroad courses, recruit students, assist with
orientations, answer student questions, and collect and organization applications during the enrollment
period.
International Education Director (IED): The International Education Director works with the IECs and
Faculty Leaders college-wide to coordinate each year’s study abroad courses and the orientations and travel
logistics that accompany them. The IED also serves as a resource in case of
emergency while students are abroad. The IED is also available at any time to answer student and parent
questions or concerns.
On-Campus Orientations: It is required that participants attend all
scheduled classes and orientation sessions. The sessions allow for
participants to have the opportunity to meet each other, the, Faculty
Leaders, and key faculty or staff who will be participating in the
program. Specific details of the program that will be covered include:
safety and health requirements, site and housing facilities, international
and local transportation, itinerary, packing and travel tips, plus a
question and answer period.
Students will receive information sheets regarding each particular
program from Faculty Leaders. Close to the departure date most
programs will have a follow-up orientation meeting to address more
program details, answer last-minute questions.
On-Site Orientation: For most programs, upon arrival in country, students and faculty become familiar with
the local culture in its most practical dimension by a combination of walking and motor tours of the city and
region. They learn to use the local transportation systems, the do's and don'ts of public behavior, the location of
stores and restaurants in the area, and expectations of the host institution or families regarding personal
conduct. The orientation also covers the political, cultural, and economic history of the region.
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Researching your Destination
Knowledge is the key to success when studying abroad. Take time to learn more about the country or
countries you will be visiting. Browse the internet, check out a
book from the library, or speak with someone with experience in that
part of the world. You will find the information to be extremely useful
and allow you to enjoy your experience even more. If you are
participating in a program that does not emphasize learning the
language, it would be wise to learn a few important words and phrases
before departing so that you can get around.
Try researching:
Understanding laws and regulations of the country you visit will help you to travel wisely.
Does the country have laws similar or dissimilar to the United States? Asking these questions now can
prevent headaches and frustration later on.
It is vital to understand the manners of the countries you visit. Conflict can arise from simple cultural
misunderstandings.
Examples:
o

In France, it is customary to say hello to a shopkeeper when entering a store and goodbye
when exiting.

o While the “OK” hand gesture is inoffensive in the United States, the same gesture can
mean “money” in Japan, be construed as offensive in Brazil and Germany, or mean
“zero” in France.
o In some Islamic cultures, displaying the sole of one’s foot is considered rude.
Researching the politics and current events of the country can be important when assessing the safety and
stability of the region. Brush up on the news and look for any travel cautions from the Department of State
http://travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/tw/tw_1764.html.
You may not be planning on studying history on your study abroad program, but it is a good idea to brush
up otherwise. Knowing the history can provide you with cultural clues and give you an edge.
Understanding the pop culture and entertainment of a country can also give you cultural clues.
For example, India has one of the largest and most successful film industries in the world and produces over
1,000 films a year. Taking the time to experience some of the local popular culture can also enrich your
study abroad experience.
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Religious beliefs of a country can be a fascinating part of everyday life and culture. Research the
religions practiced in the country you will be visiting and learn how they influence the culture. If you are
religious, please research places of worship in the areas you will be visiting. Are there unwritten rules you
should know before visiting?
Examples:
o Immodest clothing, shorts, or bare shoulders can prevent entry into a church in Italy.
Even for sightseeing purposes.
o In the United Kingdom or the Republic of Ireland, it is impolite to ask a person their
religious beliefs.
Food can be one of the best parts of experiencing the local culture when studying abroad. You will be
exposed to different tastes and sensations while understanding how a society celebrates
life and family. If you have dietary restrictions, be sure to
inform your Faculty Leader. While you want to keep an open
mind when tasting cuisine, you also want to be safe. Do not eat
undercooked meats, and be wary of uncooked vegetables and
fruits in regions with tainted water.
Living arrangements abroad can vary from program to
program. Does your program plan on staying in a hotel?
Dormitories? Home stays? Perhaps your
program has a combination of living arrangements. Your Faculty Leader will usually make
housing choices for the duration of your program.

Money Matters
The best way to secure your funds is to diversify your access to cash. Bring 1-2 credit cards, an
ATM/Debit card, and cash. If your credit card is stolen, you can rely on your cash, a n d / o r ATM/Debit card. In
addition, make 2 copies of your passport, plane ticket, credit cards, and ATM/Debit card. Leave one set of
copies with a trusted friend/family member at home, and bring one set of the copies with you on your trip
to be stored in the hotel safe or locked suitcase.
Visa, Master Card and American Express cards are accepted at most hotels, restaurants, and souvenir
stores. They provide a major convenience plus automatically give you a very favorable exchange rate
without a transaction fee. However, cards are not readily accepted at smaller vendors, sidewalk stands,
or open-air grocery markets - often the more colorful and enjoyable places to shop. Cash advances in
the local currency can also be drawn from most credit cards, although a service charge applies.
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Participants are never encouraged to carry large amounts of cash (over $100) at one time. In addition to
relying on ATM‟s and credit cards you may wish to purchase traveler's checks in fifty and one hundred dollar
units before departure. Internationally accepted traveler's checks may be purchased in U.S. banks and
at AAA offices. Use traveler's checks like you would U.S. cash, but be aware that charges for
exchanging U.S. checks into local currency apply. In case of loss, traveler's checks can be easily
replaced, provided you have kept a record of the checks' serial numbers separately and in a secure
place.
When you exchange currency abroad and in the United States, your passport will usually be required
for identification. Pay careful attention to exchange rates at different locations.
Remember that you will pay a transaction fee each time you change U.S. dollars into a local currency. So, it may
be best to plan to exchange several days of spending money at once. You lose money each time you change
from one currency to another. For example, if you change Euros into Pounds, then back into U.S. dollars, you
will end up with less than when you started.
Each country has strict laws pertaining to foreign exchange. Exchanging U.S. currency with unauthorized
individuals is a serious offense in most countries. Students should be wary of anyone who offers a rate for
dollars higher than the official one, regardless of the reason.

Communicating Home
Communicating can be very important while studying abroad. It is important that you take
responsibility for informing your friends and family your location
and your safe arrival while abroad. Your family and even your friends
will be anxious to hear that you’ve arrived safely and to hear updates from
you during your course. Choosing in advance
how to communicate will save you money and frustration while on your
trip. It is best to research the country you will be visiting and determine
how you will be able to access a phone, the internet, or the post office.
Using the telephone can range from inexpensive to exorbitant when traveling abroad. A little homework
beforehand can really save you some money. One option is to purchase a phone card from US phone
companies with access numbers available in the country you will be visiting. Once you purchase the card,
the company will give you directions on how to dial out (toll free) and connect with the United States. Some
cards will simply bill your credit card or allow you to pre-pay minutes. Shopping around will provide you
with many viable options. You can also choose to buy phone cards in the country you will be visiting.
Sometimes this will be the cheapest option. Bringing your cell phone is generally not advised as the rates are
pricey and service may not be available in all areas. Be aware of the time differences when calling home.
Emails are an inexpensive and popular way to reach out. Instant messaging (on the computer) can also be
a great way to communicate. Research the availability and rates of internet cafes in the area you will be
studying.
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Mail is definitely the reliable standby, but can take longer than other methods of communication.
With the speed of email and the internet, snail mail should only be used as a last resort for short- term
programs. If you are sending a postcard to your friend back home, you will need to include “USA” under
the city, state, and zip.

Packing
Packing for your trip will greatly depend on the country and climate you will be visiting. Your Faculty Leader
will provide you with an idea of the dress code for your specific program at the on-campus orientation. It is
advisable to study your itinerary and be realistic about the items you will need.
The items listed below are suggestions. Ask your Faculty Leader if laundry facilities or services will be
available to you during your program as this will make a huge difference when making your packing
decisions. In addition, please take your destination and personal needs into account when packing.
Sample Clothing List: **
Comfortable pair(s) of walking shoes
Shower shoes
3-5 pairs of socks
5-7 pairs of underwear
1-2 pairs of shorts
1-2 skirts/trousers
3-4 shirts
1-2 Sweaters, Sweatshirts
1 hat
1 Rain Jacket or Poncho
1 light jacket
Pajamas
Swim suit
A “special occasion‟ outfit (for dinners, shows, etc.)

**This is just a sample list. Sometimes programs have very specific clothing requirements- check with
your Faculty Leader to ensure you bring the appropriate amount of clothing.
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Personal Items and Medicines
Prescription Medicines need to be in their original container with the name, prescribing doctor, and
dosage clearly marked. You may be required to have a note from your doctor explaining why you are
taking the drug, so it is best to be prepared. It is wise to contact the US Embassy of the country you
will be visiting to ensure your drug is not illegal. You may be unable to obtain refills abroad, so be
sure to bring enough of the medicine with you. Never carry prescription medicines in your checked
luggage.
Over-the-counter medicines can be tricky to buy abroad because they may be sold under a different
name or with different ingredients. If you do travel with over the counter medicines, make sure to
keep them in their original containers.
Forgetting a toiletry item while traveling can be frustrating. When abroad, there is no guarantee
you will find a similar product that will suit your needs. Make a list of items you need and use the
list while packing. Some items to remember:
Replacement pair(s) of contacts, contact solution and case, glasses
Deodorant/antiperspirant
Hair products: shampoo, conditioner, comb, gel, hair spray, etc.
Soap
Small packet of laundry detergent
Razors (in checked luggage)
Feminine hygiene products
Lotion, facial cleaners, cosmetics
Toothbrush, floss, toothpaste, mouthwash
Sunscreen
Tweezers, nail clippers, scissors, nail files (in checked luggage)
First-Aid items: Bandages, antibiotic ointment, hydrocortisone, bug repellent, aspirin, painkillers, anti-histamines, antacids, anti-diarrhea, cold and flu medicine, motion sickness
medication, etc.
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Miscellaneous items need special consideration when going abroad. You need be mindful not to
over-pack and exceed the weight limit, and you also need to remember use of such items may be
difficult overseas. For example, your American hairdryer will not work in your French hotel room.
Converters are not always reliable, so use electronics with caution.
Backpack
Camera
Calculator
Umbrella
Battery operated alarm clock
Sewing kit (in checked luggage)
Dictionary or phrase book of the destination country
Voltage converter and plug adapter
Addresses of postcard recipients
Leisure books or magazines
iPod or MP3 player
Pictures of your family, friends, pets, significant other, etc.
Journal to record your daily activities and thoughts.

When packing your luggage, make sure to respect the weight limits. If you plan on buying a great deal
of souvenirs, make sure to compensate accordingly. Excess luggage fees are your responsibility. It is
advisable not to travel with irreplaceable items such as expensive jewelry, family heirlooms, etc. Please
see the TSA website and respect the regulations in place for carry-on and checked luggage
http://www.tsa.gov/travelers/index.shtm.
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Setting Expectations
Participating in a study abroad program can be an incredibly powerful, eye-opening experience! Being
immersed in a foreign culture forces us to challenge our own beliefs and to look at the world - and even
ourselves through new eyes. You can count on the fact that the experience will have some unbelievably
wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime memories. Yet, the experience may also include homesickness, lost luggage, or
an unpleasant run-in with a pickpocket. It may all be part of the experience, but you can do something to help
yourself make the most of your program. Here are a few suggestions for you to keep in mind:
Prepare for the Unexpected: Review suggestions for personal safety abroad and plan what to do in
the event of lost luggage, a robbery, illness, etc. The Faculty Leader will gladly assist with
emergencies; however, take the time to make sure you know how to get help in an emergency.
Expect the Unusual: Every aspect of life - food, housing, weather, friends, and the language - probably
will be different from your expectations. Look at those differences as exciting learning experiences,
rather than as hurdles or frustrations. Remember that culture is often like an iceberg- you can only see
the top layer when additional traditions and reasoning exist underneath.
Assume Responsibility: Learning how to solve problems independently is a skill which is valued
throughout life. From the earliest stages of planning the trip assume responsibility for your actions
and requirements. When problems come up, look for steps to be helpful and supportive of the group.

Adjusting and Culture Shock
While abroad, you will discover many differences (small and large) to your everyday life and routine. Being
away from your friends and family, adjusting to the climate and cuisine, and learning a new language and
culture can all trigger stress and anxiety. Depending on the length on your program, you will be exposed to
different levels of culture shock and will experience varying levels of adjustment. Speak with your Faculty
Leader to learn more about the length of the program and the potential culture shock you may experience.
Some things to keep in mind:
Learning key phrases in the local language can greatly help you feel more at home in your
surroundings.
Communication with home and making friends with students on your program can combat
feelings of isolation and loneliness.
Come to view culture shock as a positive growing experience. You will condition yourself to adapt
to new and possibly uncomfortable situations in your future beyond study abroad.
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Expect to feel frustrated or sad. You may have a frustrating experience communicating at a local
market when practicing your language skills. You may miss your family and loved ones, but you may
miss unexpected things such as your favorite pizza shop, your weekly TV show, etc. Being in a
different country can mean an entirely different lifestyle. Expecting frustration and/or sadness will give
you an edge when coming to terms with your emotions. It is also a comfort to students to know that
they are not alone when experiencing these emotions.
Understand your habits and routine in the United States may not apply to your new
environment.
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Health, Safety, and Conduct Abroad
Personal Safety and Conduct
Taking an active role in your personal safety is critical when studying abroad, especially as an
American student.
Leave your expensive valuables at home. Americans are often stereotyped as
being rich and extravagant and you don’t want to feed that notion. Do not wear
expensive clothes and jewelry, and leave expensive handbags and luggage
behind.
Research and understand the modes of local transportation. Even though cost is
a factor, you want to make sure the transportation is safe. Is the metro the way to go? Taxi cabs? Bus?
Be aware of pick pockets. Some will distract you while robbing you from behind. Stay on your
guard and know who is around you. Don’t keep your wallet in a back pocket or carry a purse with easily
accessible zippers.
Take a buddy along with you when exploring. While traveling in a large pack isn’t advised, being alone
isn’t either – especially at night. Avoid short cuts, dark alleys, deserted areas, and poorly lit streets.
Let your Faculty Leader know about your plans. If you plan to spend your free day in Bath, let your
Faculty Leader know before you leave London.
Keep informed of local events by reading local
newspapers.
Try to understand and respect the local culture,
customs, and local laws. Understanding these things
can reduce misunderstandings and prevent such
misunderstandings from escalating.
Know the location of the local US Embassy or
Consulate.
Know the local emergency number. The United States
uses “911,” but a different number may be used abroad.
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Don’t stand out as an American. Try to fit in with your surroundings and dress as the
locals dress. Sneakers or t-shirts with American logos or brand names, sweatshirts, and
baseball caps have all been identified as „typical‟ American attire.
Try to research the local dress and bring articles of clothing that will blend in with the
local environment.
Don’t become involved in political discussions or protests. Americans are often blamed for their
government’s policies and actions. Avoid becoming a scapegoat by politely bowing out of heated political
discussions and steering clear of political rallies and protests.
Don’t hitchhike or accept rides from strangers.
Don’t allow alcohol to put you in a dangerous situation. Drinking ages may be lower in the country
you will be visiting, but you still need to be responsible about drinking abroad. Many cultures encourage
moderation or abstinence and frown upon binge drinking and excess.
Being intoxicated can also lower your guard and inhibitions and make you an easy target for a criminal.
Don’t carry items or luggage for anyone but yourself. While abroad,
you may make lifetime friendships and enjoy the company of new and
exciting people. But do not carry any items or luggage for them! The
luggage may contain drugs, weapons, and/or other illicit items and you
may bear the consequences if they are found in your possession.
Don’t be free with information regarding yourself or your
fellow students. Be cautious when asked personal questions from strangers.
Don’t engage in illegal activities or use illegal drugs. Penalties, prosecution, and legal representation
abroad can be quite different abroad. Do not make the mistake of getting yourself into trouble! The
penalty for possession and/or sale of drugs in many countries is severe – the worst being the death
penalty. Again, being aware of the local laws is extremely important.
Don’t assume that the faculty, host institution, Delaware Technical Community College, or US
Government can get you out of jail if arrested abroad. The Embassy or Consulate can visit you
once in jail, notify your family of the arrest, give you a list of local attorneys, and monitor your
treatment behind bars. They cannot demand your release, pay attorney’s fees, or represent you at trial.
Once you are in that country, you must adhere to the
local laws and regulations.
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Drugs, Alcohol & the Law: The American traveler is wise to remember that once out of U.S. territory he or she
is a "foreigner" and, as such, enjoys only those rights and privileges accorded by the host country. Americans
are bound by local and national laws, and therefore are responsible for any violation. Ignorance of the law is not
accepted as an excuse.
Drug enforcement and punishment in some countries can be particularly severe. The possession, use or sale of
controlled substances (including marijuana) is a criminal offense in most countries. Drug laws are rigorously
enforced. Violation of the program’s host country’s laws on drugs will result in immediate termination of participation in
the program. Mere possession of an illegal substance may incur an automatic, non-negotiable jail term of years.
Alcohol intoxication that may cause disruptive or destructive behavior and jeopardize health and safety will not
be tolerated. Participants are subject to disciplinary actions, and/or, eviction by the host institution for alcohol or
drug intoxication. If evicted by the host institution or program site, Delaware Tech will terminate participation
in the program.
Personal Conduct, Termination: Students are bound by and expected to follow the same norms of behavior
required on the Delaware Tech campus. You should expect additional house rules at each program site.
Misconduct includes any behavior which jeopardizes the participant’s welfare, that of his/her fellow students, or that of the
program. This includes violations of local laws, disruptive behavior, vandalism, theft, possession or use of
illegal drugs, and endangering the health and safety of others. Excessive absence from program activities and a
lack of cooperation are also grounds for termination from the program. Delaware Tech reserves the right to
terminate the participation of any individual in a given program upon the recommendation of the Faculty
Leader.
In all cases of termination, the participant is responsible for all expenses incurred in his/her return to
the United States.

Medical Care and Insurance
Staying healthy abroad can be a challenge and taking care of your health (if you do become sick or injured)
once abroad can pose a bigger challenge.
Delaware Tech requires and purchases short-term medical insurance for all students traveling abroad in addition
to primary insurance. This insurance will be purchased for you and included in your program fee. Bring your
personal insurance card with you. Note that even with an insurance policy, payment for medical services abroad
is likely to require cash, so it is advisable to keep all receipts to
ensure reimbursement from one’s insurance company. Costs related to early return from the trip due
to illness are the sole responsibilities of the participant and will not be reimbursed.
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Things to do before you leave:
Call or email your personal health insurance company and inquire about your coverage abroad.
You may find your coverage to be quite extensive or halt once you leave US borders. Ensuring you are
covered is extremely important as medical bills can skyrocket out of control.
Make sure all prescription and over-the-counter medications are in
their original containers. All medicine should be kept in the original
containers, clearly labeled, in order to avoid potential delays through
customs. If you take prescription medications, consult your doctor about
the amount needed for your stay. Bring a copy of the generic
prescription for emergencies. Place all essential medications in your
carry-on luggage, as checked baggage can be lost.
Schedule an appointment with your doctor if you would like to discuss your personal health in
relation to your study abroad program. Be sure to discuss medications, precautions, vaccinations, and
review your personal medical history.
Try to get into shape before the program. Many programs are very fast-paced and require a good
deal of walking and physical activity. Being in shape can make your body stronger against illness and
allow you to keep up with the fast pace of the program.
Determine the safety of the water and food in the host country.
Drink, gargle, and brush your teeth with only bottled water if it is
recommended. Raw fruits and vegetables may not be safe to eat and
may be only suitable for consumption when cooked. Be wary of
unrefrigerated food, undercooked meats, and roadside/street food
vendors. If you get food poisoning, rest and drink plenty of fluids to
combat dehydration. Please check with your Faculty Leader
regarding food and water safety.
Receive necessary vaccinations for your destination.
Research if there are any necessary or recommended
vaccinations for your program. These may or may not be
covered by insurance, so please be sure to budget for these items. If your destination does not have
any extra vaccination requirements, be sure to be up to date on your routine vaccinations. All
vaccinations should be received 2-3 months prior to departure.
Be aware of local hospitals or doctors and local emergency numbers in case of emergency.
Your health insurance company may also have a list of hospitals and doctors that are within their
insurance plan. Requesting a copy of this list can help you select a preferred provider and save you
money later on. Of course, in case of a life or death emergency, go to the nearest hospital
immediately.
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Welcome Home!
Customs & Re-Entry
When you arrive back into the United States, you will be required to go through customs. Depending on the
countries visited, you will have a $200, $800, or $1600 personal exemption for duty free items. There are also
limits on tobacco products and alcohol when reentering the United States. Please be aware that legal age limits
of the host country do not follow you into the United States. If you are a 20 year old student and plan to bring
home a bottle of wine you purchased in Italy, it will be confiscated at US customs because you are not of legal
age in the United States. It is important to remember:
You may not bring into the United States: fish and wildlife, some fruits and vegetables, some prepared
food items, antiquities or artifacts, drugs, firearms, biological samples (without permit), merchandise
from embargoed countries, some plants and seeds, soil (without permit), etc. Please see the US
Customs and Border Patrol website for more information regarding prohibited and restricted items.
When being inspected by US Customs and Border Patrol, be calm, honest, and answer their questions.
They are doing their job and an inspection does not mean they assume you have prohibited items.
If you have more than the allowable limit for certain goods, you may be required to pay duty.
You must pay in US currency as foreign currency is not allowed. Methods of payment vary by
location; please see the US Customs and Border Patrol website for more information.
For more information please see the US Customs and Border Patrol website
http://www.customs.ustreas.gov/ .

Sharing your Experience
You may come home from your study abroad program leaping with joy with new experiences and
knowledge. You will be very excited to share your new thoughts and ideas with others! You might find
friends and family may not be as excited and interested in your stories from abroad. You may come home to
find that life has gone on without you, things have changed, or you have changed. Studying abroad can
change your outlook and perspective without even expecting or realizing it.
Things you can do to share and cherish your experience:
Make a photo album or scrap book with pictures, museum tickets, and mementos you picked up along the
way.
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Keep in touch with your fellow students on your program. They were experiencing the program right
along with you. Reflecting on the program with your new friends can prevent you from feeling isolated
about your study abroad experience.
Write a summary of how study abroad has shaped you as an individual. This summary can be used
when applying to a 4-year institution and beyond.
Offer to share your pictures or words with your faculty or
International Education Program. Your thoughts and visuals can
help other students to see the benefits of studying abroad and give
them the encouragement to step beyond their comfort zones for their
educational enrichment.
Consider going abroad again. There are additional short-term and
semester-long programs you can explore down the road as you further
your education.

Keep in Touch!
If you have questions or need more information, contact the International Education Director or
International Education Coordinator on your campus:
Erin Zoranski (Wilmington Campus)
ezoransk@dtcc.edu
302-657-5166 / Office Location: SE 220A
333 Shipley Street
Wilmington, DE 19801

Lisa Peel (Terry Campus)
lpeel@dtcc.edu
302-857-1743 / Office Location: ETB 706B
100 Campus Drive
Dover, DE 19903

Bruce Thorngate (Stanton Campus)
bthornga@dtcc.edu
(302)454-3952 / Office Location: F119
400 Stanton-Christiana Road
Newark, DE 19713

Amy Russell (Owens Campus)
amy.russell@dtcc.edu
(302)259-6589 / Office Location: Room 935
P.O. Box 610
Georgetown, DE 19947

Taryn Gassner (International Education Director)
intl-ed@dtcc.edu OR tgassner@dtcc.edu
(302)857-1829 / Office Location: ETB 726, Terry Campus
100 Campus Drive
Dover, DE 19903
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